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BIG BANG COSMOLOGY



Planck Era

Before ~10-43 sec

No working 
theory of physics!

Era of 
Nucleosynthesis

~3 min after 
Big Bang

Protons, neutrons, 
electrons formed, 
BUT electrons 
not attached.



Era of Nuclei

Neutral hydrogen 
forms at age 
~380,000 years; 
“last-scattering 
surface”

CMB is released

Era of Galaxies

Galaxies form 
at age ~ 1 
billion years



Planck satellite result

ESA  March 2013T ~ 2.7K with ~10-5 fluctuations



Cosmic Energy Budget

ESA  March 2013



Cosmological Constant

Einstein Equation

or
Dark Energy

(vacuum energy?)



• In 1998, two groups 
independently reported 
the non-zero 
cosmological constant

• Observed distant Type Ia 
supernovae to make a 
better Hubble diagram.

• “Λ” acts as a repulsive 
force

• Non-zero Λ suggests 
accelerating universe!

Non-zero Cosmological Constant !

Dec 1998 issue



2011 Nobel Prize in Physics

Saul Perlmutter Brian Schmidt Adam Riess

for the discovery of the accelerating expansion of the 
Universe through observations of distant supernovae.



Accelerating universe is the best-fit model 
to the supernova data.



Estimated age depends on both dark matter and dark energy

old
older

oldest

(the current size of our universe is given.) 



II:
Structure Formation



Cosmologists use galaxies to learn 
about the Universe. 

Therefore, we need to understand 
galaxy formation much better 

to do `precision cosmology’.

selection bias, sample variance, cosmic variance,
redshift evolution, color dependence, …..



Hubble Ultra Deep Field

Deepest 
universe that 

the humankind 
have ever seen.

2003~2004

2012

Hubble Extreme 
Deep Field (XDF)

HUDF



Hubble 
Ultra Deep 
Field

How did these gals come about?



Cosmic Timeline

http://www.roe.ac.uk

Illiev+ ’06

What are the sources 
responsible for 

reionization & early 
chemical enrichment?

956 X. FAN

Fig. 7. – Evolution of the density of luminous quasars based on the SDSS and 2dF surveys. The
strong decline of quasar number density suggests the quasar/AGN population is not likely to
provide enough UV photons to ionize the Universe at z > 6.

Fig. 8. – The volume-averaged neutral fraction of the IGM vs. redshift using various techniques.
The dashed line shows the fiducial model of Gnedin [39] with late reionization at z = 6–7, the
solid line shows an idealized model with double reionization as described in [40], and the dotted
line illustrates the model with early reionization at z ! 14.

Fan+ ’08

Observations are 
rapidly approaching 

the first galaxies

http://www.roe.ac.uk
http://www.roe.ac.uk


Computational Cosmology
Self-consistent galaxy formation scenario 
from first principles (as much as possible)

z=0

z~1000

Initial conditions
z=10

z=3

cosmological params,
dark energy, dark matter, 

baryons
gravity + hydrodynamics

radiative
cooling/heating,
star formation,

feedbackz=100



Concordance ΛCDM model    

• Successful on large-scales

• Can we understand galaxy 
formation in the context of 
ΛCDM model?

31

timation method in its entirety, but it should be equally
valid.

7.3. Comparison to other results

Figure 35 compares our results from Table 3 (modeling
approach) with other measurements from galaxy surveys,
but must be interpreted with care. The UZC points may
contain excess large-scale power due to selection function
e!ects (Padmanabhan et al. 2000; THX02), and the an-
gular SDSS points measured from the early data release
sample are di"cult to interpret because of their extremely
broad window functions. Only the SDSS, APM and angu-
lar SDSS points can be interpreted as measuring the large-
scale matter power spectrum with constant bias, since the
others have not been corrected for the red-tilting e!ect
of luminosity-dependent bias. The Percival et al. (2001)
2dFGRS analysis unfortunately cannot be directly plotted
in the figure because of its complicated window functions.

Figure 36 is the same as Figure 35, but restricted to a
comparison of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS,
2dFGRS and PSCz. Because the power spectra are decor-
related, it is fair to do “chi-by-eye” when examining this
Figure. The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between

Fig. 35.— Comparison with other galaxy power spectrum measure-
ments. Numerous caveats must be borne in mind when interpreting
this figure. Our SDSS power spectrum measurements are those from
Figure 22, corrected for the red-tilting e!ect of luminosity dependent
bias. The purely angular analyses of the APM survey (Efstathiou
& Moody 2001) and the SDSS (the points are from Tegmark et al.
2002 for galaxies in the magnitude range 21 < r! < 22 — see also
Dodelson et al. 2002) should also be free of this e!ect, but rep-
resent di!erent mixtures of luminosities. The 2dFGRS points are
from the analysis of HTX02, and like the PSCz points (HTP00) and
the UZC points (THX02) have not been corrected for this e!ect,
whereas the Percival et al. 2dFGRS analysis should be una"icted
by such red-tilting. The influential PD94 points (Table 1 from Pea-
cock & Dodds 1994), summarizing the state-of-the-art a decade ago,
are shown assuming IRAS bias of unity and the then fashionable
density parameter #m = 1.

Fig. 36.— Same as Figure 35, but restricted to a comparison
of decorrelated power spectra, those for SDSS, 2dFGRS and PSCz.
The similarity in the bumps and wiggles between the three power
spectra is intriguing.

Fig. 37.— Comparison of our results with other P (k) constraints.
The location of CMB, cluster, lensing and Ly! forest points in this
plane depends on the cosmic matter budget (and, for the CMB,
on the reionization optical depth "), so requiring consistency with
SDSS constrains these cosmological parameters without assumptions
about the primordial power spectrum. This figure is for the case of a
“vanilla” flat scalar scale-invariant model with #m = 0.28, h = 0.72
and #b/#m = 0.16, " = 0.17 (Spergel et al. 2003; Verde et al. 2003,
Tegmark et al. 2003b), assuming b! = 0.92 for the SDSS galaxies.

Tegmark+ (2004)

WMAP, Planck:

FFT

“Back-bone of structure”

(⌦M ,⌦⇤,⌦b, h,�8, ns) ⇡ (0.3, 0.7, 0.04, 0.7, 0.8, 0.96)SN Ia

simulate



サイズ
３億光年

100 Mpc/h
across

5003 
DM ptcl







• `Dark Matter’ itself is not understood.

• But structure formation from DM can be predicted well.

(⌦M ,⌦⇤,⌦b, h,�8, ns) ⇡ (0.3, 0.7, 0.04, 0.7, 0.8, 0.96)

⌦DM ⇡ 0.26

Ironic Fact

(given the ptcl cross section.)



Theoretical Framework of Comp. Cosmology

General Relativity
Einstein Eqn Friedmann Eqn

Cosmological 
Parameters

FRW metric

Fluid Dynamics

SPH

AMR

Eulerian mesh

Moving mesh

Atomic-Molecular 
Physics

Gravity N-body techniques

Time evolution of space-time

UV background
Star Formation 

MS, SN, BH feedback
Pop. synthesis

+

+ Initial Condition



Cosmological Hydro Codes
Eulerian mesh  (e.g. Cen & Ostriker ’92;  KN+’01)  

AMR (adaptive mesh refinement: e.g. Enzo, RAMSES, etc.)

SPH  (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics: e.g. GADGET, GASOLINE, etc.)

- Eulerian mesh, PM gravity solver, shock capturing hydro
- fast; good baryonic mass res. at early times
- low final spatial resolution in high-ρ regions, but good at low-ρ regions

- Lagrangian, particle-based (both gas & dark matter)
- Tree-PM for gravity
- SPH for hydro
- fast; good spatial resolution in high-ρ region, but 

not so good in low-ρ region

- Eulerian root grid, refine as necessary
- multi-grid PM gravity solver, ZEUS hydro, PPM hydro
- high dynamic range, but slower

AMR-SPH comparison: 
O’Shea, KN+ ‘05



Cosmological SPH Simulations

radiative cooling/heating (w/ metals), SF model, SN & galactic wind feedback with 
multicomponent variable velocity (MVV) model (Choi & KN ’11), self-shielding correction (KN+10)

• modified GADGET-3 SPH code (Springel ’05+α)

• Advantage over zoom-in runs:  larger statistical samples of galaxies2 Thompson, Nagamine, Jaacks, & Choi

Run Name Box Size Particle Count mdm mgas ✏ zend zend OTUV OTUV
[h�1 Mpc] DM & Gas [h�1 M�] [h�1 M�] [h�1 kpc] H2 Fiducial H2 Fiducial

N144L10 10.00 2⇥ 1443 2.01⇥ 107 4.09⇥ 106 2.77 3.00 3.00 Y Y
N500L34 33.75 2⇥ 5003 1.84⇥ 107 3.76⇥ 106 2.70 3.00 - Y -
N600L10 10.00 2⇥ 6003 2.78⇥ 105 5.65⇥ 104 0.67 6.00 - Y -

N400L10 10.00 2⇥ 4003 9.37⇥ 105 1.91⇥ 105 1.00 6.00 5.50 Y N
N400L34 33.75 2⇥ 4003 3.60⇥ 107 7.34⇥ 106 3.38 3.00 1.00 Y N
N600L100 100.00 2⇥ 6003 2.78⇥ 108 5.65⇥ 107 4.30 0.00 0.00 Y N

Table 1. Simulation parameters used in this work. The first three simulations were used to perform tests of the H2 model and resolution
study (Section 3.6). The second set of three simulations are the main production runs used to compare with previous SF models. The
quantities mdm & mgas are the particle masses of dark matter and gas particles, ✏ is the comoving gravitational softening length, and
zend is the ending redshift of each simulation. The H2 simulations (along with N144L10 Fiducial) use an optically-thick ultra-violet
threshold or ‘OTUV’ (see Section 2.3; Nagamine et al. 2010).

sion factor. Their findings suggested that H2 can be used to
infer star formation activity even in low metallicity galaxies.

Driven by these observational findings, new models have
been developed relating SFRs directly to the abundance
of H2. Some are in the form of analytic models (Fu et al.
2010; Krumholz et al. 2008, 2009; McKee & Krumholz 2010;
Krumholz et al. 2012), while others in the form of non-
equilibrium, fully time-dependent calculations (Gnedin et al.
2009; Feldmann et al. 2011; Mac Low & Glover 2012). How-
ever, many of these models have been restricted to single
isolated galaxies or cosmological zoom-in simulations of a
very small sample of galaxies due to the expensive compu-
tational cost of full cosmological simulations.

Recently, both semi-analytic and non-equilibrium H2

calculations have been implemented into full cosmological
simulations. Kuhlen et al. (2012) implemented the ana-
lytic model of Krumholz et al. (2008, 2009) and McKee &
Krumholz (2010) in the adaptive-mesh-refinement code Enzo

(Bryan & Norman 1997; O’Shea et al. 2004) to study how
H2-based star formation a↵ected dwarf galaxies at z > 4.
Both their previous model and the new H2 model were able
to reproduce many of the observational results pertaining to
the KS relation. The advantage they found within the H2

model was that it reduced the number of free parameters,
and that star formation was quenched in dwarf galaxies from
the onset without the need to artificially enhance stellar
feedback. Christensen et al. (2012) implemented the non-
equilibrium, fully time-dependent model of Gnedin et al.
(2009) into their cosmological SPH code GASOLINE (Wad-
sley et al. 2004) in order to study the e↵ects of H2-based
SF model on a dwarf galaxy down to z = 0. They found
that the inclusion of H2 resulted in a greater baryonic mass
in the disk, making it brighter, bluer, and more gas rich at
z = 0 than the same galaxy formed without the inclusion
of H2. They also found that with H2 there was more star
formation at late times.

While there are other models of star formation based on,
for example, supersonic turbulence in the ISM (e.g. McKee
& Ostriker 2007; Kritsuk & Norman 2011; Renaud et al.
2012), it is still worthwhile to explore an implementation of
H2-based SF as well, and investigate its implications. The
purpose of this paper is not to decide which process triggers
the star formation (i.e., supersonic turbulence or molecules),
as our simulations have neither the resolution nor detailed
dust physics to address the issue. In this paper, we limit

ourselves to examining the e↵ects of a new H2-based SF
model on galaxy formation, and we defer the implementation
of the turbulence-based SF model to the future.

There is another good reason to study the H2-based
SF model in cosmological simulations. Many of the earlier
works based on a CDM model have predicted very steep
faint-end of the mass/luminosity functions at high-redshift
(e.g., Nagamine et al. 2004c; Night et al. 2006; Lo Faro
et al. 2009; Finlator et al. 2011; Jaacks et al. 2012a), and
suggested that these low-mass galaxies are responsible for
reionizing the Universe at z > 6. However, the observational
estimates yield slightly shallower faint-end slopes, and if the
observational results are not a↵ected by the magnitude limit
very much the simulations need to consider processes that
would decrease the number of low-mass galaxies, especially
at high redshift. One of such candidate process is H2-based
star formation, and Jaacks et al. (2012a) for example have
speculated that the H2-based SF model may reduce the dis-
crepancy in GSMF at the low-mass end.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we dis-
cuss simulation parameters, SF models, and basic results.
Section 3 contains our findings for galaxy populations. The
results of SHMR, cosmic SFRD, GSMF, and KS relation are
presented along with resolution studies. Lastly in Section 4
we summarize our results and discuss future prospects.

2 SIMULATIONS & BASIC RESULTS

For our simulations we use a modified version of the
GADGET-3 cosmological SPH code (originally described in
Springel 2005). Our conventional code includes radiative
cooling by H, He, and metals (Choi & Nagamine 2009),
heating by a uniform UV background (UVB) of a modified
Haardt & Madau (1996) spectrum (Katz et al. 1996; Davé
et al. 1999; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2009), supernova (SN)
feedback, the Multi-component Variable Velocity (MVV)
wind model (Choi & Nagamine 2011), and a sub-resolution
model of multiphase ISM (Springel & Hernquist 2003). In
this multiphase ISM model, the high-density ISM is pictured
to be a two-phase fluid consisting of cold clouds in pres-
sure equilibrium with a hot ambient phase. Thermodynamic
forces are calculated only for the hot phase. The cold phase
on the other hand provides material for star formation, is
subject to gravity, adds inertia, and participates in mass &

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Fiducial:  Pressure-based SF model Schaye & Dalla Vecchia ’08
Choi & KN ’09, ’10, ’11

Thompson, KN+ ’13H2-SF model

com
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Figure 16. Contour plot of absolute UV flux corresponding to AB magni-
tude at 10 pc plotted against dark matter halo mass for each run N400L10
(left), N400L34 (middle) and N600L100 (right). The luminosity for each
halo is a summation of all galaxies found in the halo. Blue dashed line
shows a least-square fit to the data. Solid red line represents the results of a
semi-analytic model developed by Trenti et al. (2010). Yellow shaded region
shows a range of predictions based on semi-analytic calculations found in
Lee et al. (2009).

galaxy occupation per halo. Lee et al.’s model implements a mass
and luminosity threshold for galaxies, thus the yellow shade does
not cover the entire range of our simulation.

We see good agreement between these model results at Mh !
1010 M!. Below Mh = 1010 M! our relationship begins to deviate
from Trenti’s model, being higher by "0.5 dex. This result implies
that, in our simulations the low mass haloes with <1010 M! are
more efficient at producing stars than in the model of Trenti et al.,
making our faint-end slope steeper than theirs and Bouwens et al.’s.

To further validate our simulation results, in Fig. 17 we compare
the dark matter halo mass function (HMF) in our simulations (data
points) to the analytic model of Sheth & Tormen (2002, dashed
line). The HMF was assembled from our three runs in the same
manner as the LF and GSMF. Here we find very good agreement
with the model, indicating that we are producing proper number of
haloes in the mass range of 108 " Mh " 1012 M!.

Since we are producing correct number of haloes, the above
results suggest that our steeper than observed faint-end slope can be
attributed to the fact that the low-mass haloes are producing stars
more efficiently, rather than too many galaxies in a particular Muv

bin. This would have the effect of steepening the faint-end slope,
since the deviation occurs primarily in the N400L10 run which
controls the faint-end of the LF. Further work must be done to
explain the exact baryonic physics of this effect.

9 C O N C L U S I O N S

Using cosmological SPH simulations, we examined the colours
of high-redshift galaxies, quantified the evolution of luminosity
and mass functions at z = 6–9, compared our results to the latest
WFC3 observational results, and examined the implications for the

Figure 17. Composite dark matter HMF at z = 6 (red), z = 7 (black) and
z = 8 (green) assembled at each redshift from the N600L100, N400L34 and
N400L10 runs. The dashed line at each redshift represents predicted halo
mass function based on theoretical work found in Sheth & Tormen (2002).
Blue solid line indicates a slope =#2.00 offset for comparison.

reionization of the Universe. Following are the main conclusions of
the present work.

(i) We find good agreement with observations in colour–colour
space at z = 6, 7 and 8. Most of the simulated galaxies with E(B #
V) = 0.0–0.30 are consistent with the colour selection criteria with a
relatively tight distribution. This suggests that the galaxies selected
by the current colour selection criteria could have a wide range
of extinction values with E(B # V) = 0.0–0.30. We also find that
the scatter in the observed data on the colour–colour plane is more
dominated by the redshift scatter and photometric errors, rather than
the variance in extinction.

(ii) The rest-frame UV LF of simulated galaxies agree well with
the current WFC3 observations when we assume uniform dust ex-
tinctions of E(B # V) = 0.10 for z = 6, 7 and E(B # V) = 0.075 for
z = 8. These extinction values are consistent with those obtained by
Schaerer & de Barros (2010), who performed SED fitting includ-
ing nebular emission lines. See Section 5 for more details on the
extinction treatment.

(iii) We performed least !2 fits to simulation LFs using the three
parameter Schechter luminosity and mass functions. The best-fitting
Schechter parameters are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Each of the
three Schechter parameters, ("L, M$

uv and #$
L) or ("M , M$

s and #$
M ),

is evolving with redshift. The faint-end slope is steeper than the
current observational estimates with " < #2, and becomes steeper
with |"L| % (1 + z)0.59 and |"M| % (1 + z)0.65. The characteristic
mass M$

s decreases towards higher redshift with M$
s % (1+ z)#0.20.

The characteristic magnitude M$
uv does not evolve very much, but it

does get dimmer from z = 6 to 7 by about 0.3 mag. The normaliza-
tion #$ decreases towards higher redshift as expected in the hierar-
chical structure formation model, with #$

L % (1 + z)#0.42 and #$
M %

(1 + z)#0.45.
(iv) We decomposed the total SFRD into three separate contribu-

tions from different galaxy mass ranges of Ms = 106.8–108, 108–109

C& 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 420, 1606–1620
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C& 2012 RAS

Jaacks, Choi & KN ‘12a
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Figure 3. Star formation rate per unit area versus gas surface density in a
self-consistent simulation of a disc galaxy that quiescently forms stars. The
symbols show azimuthally averaged measurements obtained for our fiducial
choice of t!0 = 2.1 Gyr. The dashed inclined line gives the Kennicutt law
of equation (25), and the vertical line marks the observed cut-off of star
formation.

slope of the Schmidt law. Interestingly, the cut-off induced by the
best-fitting value of t!

0 also lies approximately in the right location.
It is presently unclear whether this has any profound significance,
or whether it is just a fortunate coincidence in the present simple
model. Recall that the cut-off in the model is induced by an imposed
physical density threshold " th for the onset of cloud formation, and
that this density is tied to the value for the star formation time-scale.

Finally, we examine how well full three-dimensional (3D) simu-
lations of spiral galaxies obey the Kennicutt law that we used to set
the star formation time-scale. In Fig. 3, we show azimuthally aver-
aged measurements obtained for our fiducial choice of t!

0 = 2.1 Gyr
in a compound galaxy consisting of a dark halo, and a star-forming
gaseous disc. There is good agreement with the corresponding an-
alytic curve in Fig. 2, validating the numerical implementation of
the multiphase model in our simulation code.

4 W I N D S A N D S TA R BU R S T S

4.1 Winds

As summarized above, our multiphase model leads to the establish-
ment of a physically motivated and numerically well-controlled reg-
ulation cycle for star formation in gas that has cooled and collapsed
to high baryonic overdensities. Gas contained in dark matter haloes
can thus cool and settle into rotationally supported discs where the
baryons are gradually converted into stars, at a rate consistent with
observations of local disc galaxies. In this model, the thickness and
the star formation rates of gaseous discs are regulated by supernova
feedback, which essentially provides finite pressure support to the
star-forming ISM, thereby preventing it from collapsing gravita-
tionally to exceedingly high densities, and also allowing gaseous
discs to form that are reasonably stable against axisymmetric
perturbations.

However, it is clear that the model we have outlined so far will
not be able to account for the rich phenomenology associated with

starbursts and galactic outflows, which are observed at both low
(e.g. Bland-Hawthorn 1995; Heckman et al. 1995, 2000; Lehnert &
Heckman 1996; Dahlem et al. 1997) and high redshifts (e.g. Pettini
et al. 2000, 2001; Frye, Broadhurst & Benitez 2002). This is because
our multiphase model by itself offers no obvious route for baryons to
climb out of galactic potential wells after having collapsed into them
as a result of cooling. Note that for the hybrid model of quiescent
star formation we explicitly assume that the cold clouds and the hot
surrounding medium remain tightly coupled at all times. The high
entropy gas of supernova remnants is thus trapped in potential wells
by being tied into a rapid cycle of cloud formation and evaporation.
In principle, tidal stripping of enriched gas in galaxy interactions
(Gnedin & Ostriker 1997) could lead to a transport of enriched gas
back into the low-density IGM. However, high-resolution simula-
tions of galaxy collisions (Barnes 1988; Barnes & Hernquist 1992;
Hernquist 1992, 1993) have shown that such dynamical removal of
gas from the inner regions of galaxies appears to be rather ineffi-
cient, especially for the deep potential wells expected for haloes in
CDM universes (Springel & White 1999).

On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly clear that galac-
tic winds and outflows may play a crucial role not only in chem-
ically enriching and possibly heating the IGM (Nath & Trentham
1997; Aguirre et al. 2001a,b,c; Madau, Ferrara & Rees 2001), in
polluting the IGM with dust (Aguirre 1999a,b), and in enriching
the intracluster and intragroup medium, but may also be an im-
portant mechanism in regulating star formation on galactic scales
(Scannapieco, Ferrara & Broadhurst 2000; Scannapieco &
Broadhurst 2001a,b). Since winds can reheat and transport collapsed
material from the centre of a galaxy back to its extended dark matter
halo and even beyond, they can help to reduce the overall cosmic star
formation rate to a level consistent with observational constraints.
Because radiative cooling is very efficient at high redshifts and in
small haloes (White & Rees 1978; White & Frenk 1991), numer-
ical simulations of galaxy formation typically either overproduce
stars compared with the luminosity density of the Universe, or har-
bour too much cold gas in galaxies. The self-regulated model we
present above will also suffer from this problem, because it does not
drastically alter the total amount of gas that cools. It is plausible,
however, that galactic winds may solve this ‘overcooling’ problem,
provided that they can expel sufficient quantities of gas from the cen-
tres of low-mass galaxies. Removal of such low-angular momentum
material may also help to resolve the problem of disc sizes being
too small in CDM theories (Navarro & White 1994b; Navarro &
Steinmetz 2000; Binney, Gerhard & Silk 2001). Note that semi-
analytic models of galaxy formation must also invoke feedback pro-
cesses that reheat cold gas and return to the extended galactic halo
or eject it altogether.

We are thus motivated to extend our feedback model to account
for galactic winds driven by star formation. Winds have been in-
vestigated in a number of theoretical studies (Mac Low & Ferrara
1999; Efstathiou 2000; Aguirre et al. 2001a,b,c; Madau et al. 2001;
Scannapieco et al. 2001 among others), but the mechanism by which
galactic outflows originate is not yet well understood. In the star-
forming multiphase medium, it is plausible that not all of the hot
gas in supernova remnants will remain confined to the disc by being
quickly used up to evaporate cold clouds. Instead, supernova bub-
bles close to the surface of a star-forming region may break out of a
disc and vent their hot gas into galactic haloes. As a result, a galactic-
scale wind associated with star formation may develop. Note that
this process does not necessarily require a prominent starburst, but
could be a common phenomenon even with quiescent star formation
(Efstathiou 2000). In the latter case, winds may often not be strong

C! 2003 RAS, MNRAS 339, 289–311

(cf.  Yepes+ ’97)

Sub-grid Multiphase ISM model

SFR:

(nth ~ 0.1 - 1 cm-3)

(controls the normalization; or equivalently, the SF efficiency.)

cold phasehot phase

Each SPH ptcl is pictured as a multiphase hybrid gas.

gas recycling fraction

Springel & Hernquist ’03

But, no manifest 
dependency on 

metallicity



H2 dependence of SF

✤ SF tightly correlates with molecular gas  (e.g., Bigiel+ ’08)

No. 1, 2009 THE STAR FORMATION LAW IN ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR GAS 853

Figure 1. SFR surface density !̇! as a function of H i (panel a), H2 (panel b), and total gas (panel c) surface densities !H i, !H2 , and !g. Lines show our theoretical
model predictions for values of clumping factor times metallicity of log cZ" = #0.3, 0.2, 0.7, and 1.2, as indicated. Contours show observations from THINGS, and
are constructed as in B08: we break the plane of the plot into bins 0.05 dex wide in each direction and count the number of independent data points in each bin. The
contours represent, from lightest to darkest, 1, 2, 5, and 10 data points. The dashed vertical lines in the !H2 and !g plots indicate the THINGS CO sensitivity limit of
4.5 M$ pc#2. Note that our plots are shifted by a factor of 1.36 relative to those of B08 because we include the mass of helium in !H i, !H2 , and !g.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Equation (7) gives an estimate for SFRff/tff in a molecular
cloud of a known mass. To complete the calculation, we must
estimate the characteristic molecular cloud mass in a galaxy. We
follow KM05 in estimating that this will be determined by the
Jeans mass in the galaxy, which is

M %
! 4

g

G2!g
=

"4G2!3
gQ

4

4"4
, (8)

where !g is the gas velocity dispersion, Q is the Toomre Q of
the galactic disk, and " is the angular velocity of its rotation.
If we can directly measure !g, ", and Q, or !g and !g, for
a galaxy, then we can solve for M directly and substitute into
Equation (7) to obtain a characteristic value of SFRff/tff for
that galaxy. However, often one or more of the quantities are
unknown, and even when they are known it is useful to have
a rough estimate in terms of a single quantity such as !g
rather than three quantities !g, ", and Q. Since M6 enters
the SFR only to the 0.33 power, any errors we make in this
approximation are unlikely to have strong effects. We therefore
follow KM05 in assuming that all galaxies will be marginally
Toomre stable, Q % 1, and noting that there is broad statistical
correlation "/Myr#1 % 0.054(!g/85 M$ pc#2)0.49. If we use
this correlation in (8) then we obtain

M6 % 37
!

!g

85 M$ pc#2

"1.0

. (9)

Finally, it is worth noting here that our estimate of the
molecular cloud volume density, which depends on !cl and M6,
is somewhat different from that of KM05. They assumed that
GMC surface densities were set largely by external pressure in
a galaxy, and computed the density based on this assumption.
As discussed above, more recent observational and theoretical
work suggests that instead GMC densities are primarily set by
internal feedback processes and do not vary significantly with
galactic conditions, at least in Milky Way-like galaxies. Our
model in this paper takes this result into account.

2.3. The Full Star Formation Law

We have now derived the major components of our star for-
mation law (Equation (1)). The molecular fraction fH2 depends

only on gas surface density !g, metallicity Z", and the clump-
ing of the gas c on scales unresolved in a given observation or
simulation (Equation (2)). It increases with !g, becoming fully
molecular at &10/cZ" M$ pc#2. We have also derived an ana-
lytic relation for the inverse star formation timescale SFRff/tff in
two regimes. Where internal GMC pressure far exceeds the am-
bient ISM gas pressure and GMCs “forget” their environment—
as typically occurs in nearby galaxies with !g < 85 M$ pc#2—
this timescale does not depend on !g except indirectly through
the molecular cloud mass (Equation (9)). Above !g = 85 M$
pc#2, ambient pressure becomes comparable to the GMC in-
ternal pressure and the star formation timescale depends on !g
(Equation (7)). In neither case does the timescale depend on
either the metallicity or the clumping, so the SFR in molecular
gas does not depend on either of these quantities. Only the SFR
in total gas does.

We are now ready to combine these pieces into our single star
formation law:

!̇! = fH2 (!g, c, Z
")

!g

2.6 Gyr

'

#
$%

$&

'
!g

85 M$ pc#2

(#0.33
,

!g

85 M$ pc#2 < 1
'

!g

85 M$ pc#2

(0.33
,

!g

85 M$ pc#2 > 1
. (10)

3. COMPARISON TO OBSERVATIONS

We compare our proposed star formation law, Equation (10),
to the observed relationship between star formation, atomic
gas, and molecular gas in Figures 1 and 2. The majority of
the observations come from the THINGS sample. The full
sample covers metallicities from log Z" = #1.22 to 0.49 (Walter
et al. 2008; KMT09), but only four of the 34 galaxies have
metallicities below log Z" = #1.0, and these are all dwarfs with
such low SFRs that they contribute negligibly to the total SFR
in the sample. Moreover, the molecular gas masses for these
systems are likely to be extremely uncertain (see below). Thus
we adopt log Z" = #1.0–0.5 as a realistic range of metallicities
in the data.

The THINGS sample is observed at a resolution of &750 pc,
much larger than a single atomic–molecular complex, so we
expect c > 1. The true value of c cannot be determined directly

✤ Spread can be understood as metallicity dependence
(Krumholz+ ’09)



SPH implementation
✤ We modify the multiphase model to 

include the H2 mass fraction.

✤ Change t* --> free-fall time of the region.

✤ SF efficiency:  !ff = 0.01 
(Krumholz & Tan 2007, Lada et al. 2010).

⇢̇⇤ = (1� �)✏ff
⇢H2

t⇤

where

star 
formation

cloud 
evaporation cloud 

growth

SN

⇢c

⇢h

⇢H2

GMC 
growth

(cf. Christensen+; Gnedin+, Robertson+…..)
Thompson, KN+ ’13

t? = tff =

s
3⇡

32G⇢gas



Prevalence of Galactic Wind Feedback

Purple:  Hα+NII

Blue: HST, optical
M82 NGC3079

Blue: Chandra (X-ray)
Red Green:  HST (optical)

-- Pollution of Intergalactic Medium by metals



SN feedback & Wind model
constant speed (SH03)

no wind

Multicomponent 
variable velocity (MVV) 

wind model (based on 
momentum-driven wind)

Projected 
internal energy 
(~temperature) 

distribution

Choi & KN ’10

10 Mpc/h
across



SN feedback & IGM Enrichment
constant speed (SH03)

no wind

Multicomponent 
variable velocity (MVV) 

wind model (based on 
momentum-driven wind)

Projected 
metallicity 

distribution

Choi & KN ’10



Modified Schechter Func.

# of low-mass gals is 
significantly reduced at

Muv>-16

Future test with JWST. 

LFs with H2-SF model

Jaacks, Thompson, KN ’13

2 Jaacks, Thompson, & Nagamine

Table 1
Simulation Parameters Used in this Paper. The parameter Np is the

number of gas and dark matter particles; mDM and mgas are the particle
masses of dark matter and gas; ! is the comoving gravitational softening

length.

Run Box Size Np mDM mgas !
(h!1Mpc) (DM,Gas) (h!1M") (h!1M") (h!1kpc)

N400L10 10.0 4003 9.37!105 1.91!105 1.0
N500L34 33.75 5003 1.84!107 3.76!106 2.70
N600L100 100.0 6003 2.78!108 5.65!107 4.30

initial mass function (IMF), while the H2 runs used the
Chabrier (2003) IMF for historical reasons of our work.
Galaxies are identified and grouped based on the bary-
onic density field (see Nagamine et al. 2004, for more
details).
Since the estimation of H2 mass fraction is dependent

upon metallicity, the details regarding our feedback and
enrichment models are relevant. When SF takes place,
metals are also produced with an instantaneous yield of
0.02, and thereafter tracked by the code based on a closed
box model for each gas particle (i.e., no di!usion). Our
MVV wind model is designed to account for both energy-
driven and momentum-driven winds (Choi & Nagamine
2011). Wind velocity is determined by vwind = !vesc,

where vesc = 130(SFR)1/3
!

1+z
4

"1/2
km s!1. We adopt

the standard values of ! = 1.5 for high-density regions
(momentum driven) and ! = 1 for low-density regions
(energy driven), chosen by Choi & Nagamine (2011).
The mass loading factor is " = (#0/#gal)2 for the energy-
driven case, and " = #0/#gal for the momentum-driven
case, where #0 = 300 km s!1 and #gal = vesc/2 is the
velocity dispersion of a galaxy. For full detail and phys-
ical justifications for this model, see Choi & Nagamine
(2011).
Our ”Fiducial” runs use the ”Pressure-SF model”

(Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008; Choi & Nagamine
2010), while the present work uses the H2-SF model of
Krumholz et al. (2009), implemented by Thompson et al.
(2013, hereafter H2 runs). This equilibrium analytic
model calculates the SFR based on the H2 mass density
rather than the total cold gas density, and Krumholz &
Gnedin (2011) have shown that it is in good agreement
with more computationally expensive, non-equilibrium
calculations by Gnedin et al. (2009). The details of the
implementation and the basic results of this model have
been presented by Thompson et al. (2013).
In principle our implementation of the H2-SF model of

Krumholz et al. (2009) must be similar to the previous
work by Kuhlen et al. (2012) on the most basic level.
The primary di!erence between the two work is in the
class of code in which it was implemented, Enzo (AMR)
versus GADGET (SPH). We will further discuss the ba-
sic di!erences and potential e!ects in Sections 3.1 and
4.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Modified Schechter Luminosity Function

We combine the results of our three runs to create a
composite LF, which covers a much wider dynamic range
than is possible with a single cosmological run. In Fig-
ure 1, we present our composite LF for z = 6, 7, 8 (red

triangles, blue circles, green squares) for the H2 run, in
comparison to the Schechter (1976) fits for our Fiducial
runs (dashed red, blue, green lines; Jaacks et al. 2012a)
with the Pressure-SF model. We also show the observed
LF fit range (gray shade; Bouwens et al. 2011). A small,
constant extinction EB!V is required to fall within the
observational range for both runs (Jaacks et al. 2012a),
although the H2 runs at z = 7 & 8 require less extinction
by "EB!V = 0.025 than the Fiducial runs, suggesting a
trend of decreasing EB!V with increasing redshift.
The value of EB!V is chosen to be consistent with the

value used to match the observed rest-frame UV LF in
our previous work (Jaacks et al. 2012a), and it is centered
between the following two recent observations: Bouwens
et al. (2012b) argued for little to no extinction at the
faint end of the LF at z = 6, whereas Willott et al. (2012)
found a best-fit value of AV = 0.75, which corresponds
to EB!V ! 0.19 assuming RV = 4.05 (Calzetti et al.
2000) at the bright end of the UV LF at z = 6. This
moderate amount of extinction is also consistent with the
estimates by Schaerer & de Barros (2010) and de Barros
et al. (2012) who included nebular emission lines in their
spectral energy distribution fits. Therefore the values
of EB!V chosen for this work are reasonably consistent
with current observations.
At Muv ! "18, both Fiducial and H2 runs show excel-

lent agreement with each other and observations. How-
ever at Muv > "18, the H2 run start to show a turn-over
of the LF, which is not present in the Fiducial LFs. This
flattening significantly reduces the number density of low
luminosity objects in the H2 run, and it occurs beyond
current observational limit of the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST ). As this population of low-luminosity galaxies is
thought to be the critical contributor to the total ioniz-
ing flux at these redshifts (Trenti et al. 2010; Salvaterra
et al. 2011; Bouwens et al. 2012a; Finkelstein et al. 2012;
Jaacks et al. 2012a), it is important to quantify this re-
duction and its implications.
To quantify the turnover point and flattening, we adopt

a modified Schechter function (hereafter Schechter+):

#(L) = $"

#

L

L"

$!

exp

#

"
L

L"

$

%

1 +

#

L

Lt

$"
&!1

, (1)

where $", L" and % are the normalization, characteristic
luminosity, and faint-end slope of the standard Schechter
function. The additional parameter Lt indicates the
point at which the LF undergoes its second turn, and
& is related to the power-law slope at the lowest lumi-
nosities. Note that #(L) # L!!" when L $ Lt, and
that both % and & take negative values. A similar func-
tional form to Equation (1) was used by Loveday (1997)

Loveday+ ’97

WISH-EDS & 
HST limit JWST limit

Kuhlen+ ’12 (AMR)
(cf. O’Shea, KN+’05:   Enzo-Gadget comparison)

WISH-UDS



SF in the Reionization Epoch

another SF 
SF model

PopIIIhigh-mass 
gals

low-mass 
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Time

Big Bang



Three Revolutions in Cosmological 
Hydro Simulations

1990’:  1st 
Revolution

2001-2011
2nd Rev.

2012~
3rd Rev.

First cosmological, but 
coarse calculation

E.g., Cen ’92
    Katz+ ’96

Resolution~100 kpc
Resolution~ few kpc

Resolution~ 20pcE.g.,   KN+ ’01
        Springel & Hernquist ’03

Larger scale, medium 
resolution w. 

subgrid models Zoom-in method allows 
much higher res. 



What can we address w. Hydro Sims?

• Large-scale structure in DM & gas (Voids, Genus)

• DM halo & galaxy distribution (2pt corr. fcn, bias)
• Intergalactic Medium (IGM) ionization (Lyα forest)
• Galaxy Mass/Luminosity/SFR/colors
• Cosmic SFR, Stellar mass density
• …… 
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• Galaxy internal structure: halo, bulge, disk, circum-
galactic medium (CGM)
• multiphase ISM structure
• Feedback processes:  stellar wind, radiation, AGN, 
dust, …Z
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3rd Revolution:
Cosmological zoom-in 

hydro simulations



Setting Up a Zoom-in Simulation

GO BACK

Identify Target Region

MUSIC (Hahn & Abel ’11) + 
Thompson’s python analyses codes



Thompson & Nagamine ’13

Cosmological box Zoom-in region

color=temperature,  intensity=gas density
yellow dots = stars



Cosmological box Zoom-in region

Thompson & Nagamine ’13

color=temperature,  intensity=gas density
yellow dots = stars



z~2moderate resol. zoom 
test sim:  ~1.25 kpc/h





Circum-galactic medium (CGM)
(can be probed by quasar absorption lines)

proper 
500 kpc/h

z=2.8  Eris2 zoom-in simulation (Shen+ ’13)



www.AGORAsimulations.org Kim+ ’13 (arXiv:1308.2669)





Galaxy Merger Simulations Springel+ ’05;  Di Matteo+….

Hopkins+ ’13

Stellar Feedback:  
radiation pressure, direct 
momentum (stellar wind), 
shock heating, 
photoionization heating

Resolution: 
mp≲1000M⦿,  ε~3pc

(GADGET SPH)

But, this is not in 
cosmological context.



Accretion onto Supermassive Black Hole

Density

inner 
±40pc

inner 
±4pc

Temperature
w. radiation feedback Barai, Proga, KN ’11



Density

± 200pc

inner 
±60pc

Temperature
Barai, Proga, KN ’11

Accretion onto Supermassive Black Hole
w. radiation feedback



Hierarchical Structure in the Universe

~104 km
~1010 km

~1018 km

~1019 km
~1021 km



Universe
Theoretical Astrophysics 

(Nagamine)
IR Astronomy (Shibai)
Xray Astro (Tsunemi)

Earth & Planet
Kondo
Sasaki
Terada

Nakashima

Material
Theoretical 

Condensed Matter 
(Kawamura)

Dept. of Earth & Space Science

Life
Physical Geochemistry 

(Nakashima)

（宇宙地球科学専攻）
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Gravitational Wave 
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Tsuribe
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Conclusions & Future

• Cosmology is a mature field with ample data. 

• `Computational Cosmology’ provides a vision of 
nonlinear structure formation

• Both full-box & zoom-in cosmo runs are useful. 

• More work on Star Formation & Feedback (from MS, SN & 
BHs) towards 2020.

• Challenges:  color bimodality, downsizing (gal & AGN),                
gal--SMBH coevolution,  etc.


